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profit, and  to that these entrepreneurs   vicing with one
another, set themselves with great energy.
The medical profession in those days worked almost, entirely
for private gain and protected its privileges upon trade union
principles ; it combined very low standards of education and
qualification, with a creditable insistence upon the honour and
privilege of the individual practitioner. Doctors were disposed
to' stand by one another under criticism, in a post mortem
or anything of that sort, when definitely unprofessional
conduct did not .appear. Their methods of diagnosis were old-
fashioned ; good diagnosis was a matter of aptitude rather
than training, and generally they preferred to diagnose a
definite disease and bring it out fairly and squarely and cure it
or kill, than tackle all those various and ill-defined states of
malaise that would not yield to such forthright treatment.
They waved these aside as fancifulness. Consequently there
was a considerable irritation between doctors and patients;
the doctor and his antiquated and incomprehensible pre-
scriptions, his authoritative manners and his failure to enlist
the intelligence of his patient such as it was, in the process of
recovery, was distrusted even more than he deserved ; and the
way lay wide open for salesmanship, to flout his claim to be the
sole dealer in the health of the community.
So in spite of him there had grown up a steadily expanding
business of pills, aperients, tonics, sustaining foods, cures for
every sort of twinge and pain, stimulants, purifiers. These
new salesmen began perhaps crudely, but they steadily
improved in their methods and reached an ever-widening
clientele. Their advertisements became a more and more
important item in newspaper finance. From early appeals" to
people who already had pains, their more and more com-
petent methods instructed people how, when and where to
have pains. The medical profession attempted warnings,
published analyses of popular remedies, explained their
ineffectiveness and their harmfulness, and so forth, but this
now gigantic system of human enterprise had achieved the
control of all the media of news distribution, and the doctors
were quite unable to get their protests over to the public at

